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           Freewheelin  228   

        
 
 
About 111 years ago the Norwegian expressionist artist 
Edvard Munch (1863 -1944) embarked upon a trilogy of 
paintings that he called, collectively, the Frieze of Life. 
The basic themes of the trilogy were love, suffering and 
death and the centre piece of the work was The Scream 
which, until very recently, was hanging nicely in The Munch 
Museum in Oslo for all to see. Unfortunately now it is only 
a very privileged few who are able to gaze upon Munch’s 
famous painting because on the 22nd August 2004 two 
mysterious men walked in to the Munch Museum and walked off 
with The Scream and also with Maddona, another of Munch’s 
paintings. Together these paintings were valued at £10 
million but neither were insured for theft because they 
were, and are, simply, irreplaceable. 
 
It’s a very poor substitute I know but I have reproduced 
The Scream for this months Freewheelin cover.  It’s almost 
certainly my own notion that life is imitating art here but 
if you look closely at the painting you see two mysterious 
men, in long black coats, just walking into the scene. 
Perhaps Munch was being prophetic and had the foreground 
figure fleeing in despair from the two mysterious men 
because that figure feared he was going to be captured and 
kept hidden from public view forever. 
 
Street Legal Dylan is trying to pacify the foreground 
figure but he can’t decide whether it would be best to say 
“Baby stop crying” or just “We’d better talk this over”. It 
may be of course that 1978 Dylan is talking in his 2004 
concert voice and the foreground figure, like a lot of 
others it seems, can’t bear to listen! Be that as it may, 
the question on everyone’s lips about this famous painting 
and its equally famous foreground figure is “Where are you 
tonight?” 
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By Mark Carter 
 
 
This month there are two main topics as we examine the (mainly 
American) press reaction to all things Bob Dylan during the months of April and May 
2004. These are reviews of Live 1964 and the critical fallout (no pun intended!) afforded 
the Victoria's Secret jaunt. The latter outweighs the former by probably 75%. Now, this 
may be that I simply managed to collect more press coverage about the advert than I did 
for the album, but, whatever, it does tend to reinforce my notion that the press in the 
good ol' US of A has it's collective head up it's arse and simply cannot tell what's 
important any more. This should not, I suppose, come as any great surprise - we are, 
after all, talking about a country that is fast outlawing being able to smoke a cigarette 
anywhere at all in public - even on the street, for fuck's sake - yet will happily sell a rifle 
and several tons of ammunition to anyone who has the money to buy it, even if they're 
ranting and raving, foaming at the mouth and wearing a t-shirt with "KILL!" emblazoned 
on it. It is, so I understand, every American's right to own as many guns as he or she 
wishes to but it is not, by all accounts, Bob Dylan's right to do what he wants with his 
own career. I love America and much of what it produces, and have done so since I first 
discovered Marvel comics at age 6 or thereabouts, but I understand it less and less and 
perhaps will continue to do so, at least until it turfs that moron out of the White House 
and replaces him with someone who can wipe their own bottom without the aid of 
detailed instructions.  
 
Anyway, come with me now on this month's journey and you too will perhaps end up 
thinking that's it's an outrage of cataclysmic proportions  that a 1960s protest singer has 
agreed to promote ladies frilly undergarments in his old age. 
 
An unknown columnist for Cleveland's The Plain Dealer gets things off to a great start 
by describing the ad thus; "...(it) shows Dylan leering while model Adriana Lima cavorts 
through Venice in spike heels, lingerie and wings...It's seriously creepy." Still, he/she 
does at least try to see the funny side (something that happened very rarely, I'm afraid); 
"...the best thing about the ad is that it provides it's own punchline: Bob Dylan is now in 
women's underwear." Boom boom. 
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No less a celebrity than Bob's cousin Steve Zimmerman pitched in with his own 
comments in his regular "Zimmy Sez" column in the Ashland Daily Tidings. Essentially, 
despite being bombarded with e-mails from hundreds of people who presumably think 
that he and Bob are ascloseasthis, he has to admit that he has no idea why Bob agreed 
to do the advert. He does reveal, however, that Bob's career has at times veered off on 
strange tangents and he even used to tell little fibs when he was first starting out, 
claiming, for instance, that he ran away from home thirteen times when, in reality - gasp! 
- he would have been too frightened to run away anywhere. What a scoop, huh? 
Anyway, his best guess is that because Bob did a lot of "crazy stuff" in the 1960s and 
70s, he now secretly wears Victoria's Secret underwear. "...He is one of those rock stars, 
after all" Zimmy concludes. I really do hope that blood is thicker than water, otherwise 
the next Zimmerman family get-together could prove to be interesting.  
 
Peter Popham, writing for the UK's Independent, decides that there could be two 
reasons to explain why Bob has decided to delve into women's underwear (if you'll 
excuse the expression); one could be that he is merely trying to attract new fans and that 
this is a way of getting his music across to a wider audience, given that he is rarely 
heard on the radio any more, though Popham evidently hopes that this is not the case 
("could the truth about Dylan be that dreary?") and the other is that he has fallen in love 
with an Italian woman, and this is why he jumped at the chance to film in Venice and 
why he has also chosen to endorse an Italian wine named Planet Waves ("after one of 
his lesser albums") which comes from Ancona. Both interesting theories - and I would 
love the latter to be correct for Bob's sake - but I wouldn't bet on either of them being 
anywhere near the truth. I should perhaps say here that I have my own theory as to why 
he did what he did, but this is probably not the place to view it. 
 
Roger Catlin of The Hartford Courant reports that internet chat groups have been full of 
cries of "sellout" but that others have expressed an interest in Love Sick - a song they 
might otherwise never had heard. Fine so far, but then Catlin goes on to quote the 
"Advertising signs that con" line from It's Alright Ma (by no means the only journalist to 
do so, you'll be unsurprised to learn) and then suggests that Bob's closest link to 
Victoria's Secret might be the line from Like A Rolling Stone that goes; "You're invisible 
now, you've got no secrets to conceal". Oh dear, and he started his article so well, too.  
 
Not everyone was quite so horrified, however, and a few even found the whole thing 
highly amusing. The Boston Globe's lead editorial suggested that those people 
throwing their hands up in abject disgust should lighten up; "...A ladies' underwear ad 
cannot possibly define this cultural chameleon. And if one looks closely at the well-lined 
face staring into the camera, there seems to be just the hint of a smirk at the whole silly 
sell. Dylan's public should share the laugh, and the music, with a satisfied mind." 
 
Michael Walter of the North Texas Daily was equally puzzled at the mass hysteria; 
"...I'm laughing and cheering Dylan on. Just what, exactly, is so bad about getting a little 
exposure and having a good time?" His own theory as to why Dylan inked the contract is 
that it was, in part at least, one of Dylan's "quirky jokes", and he goes on to quote (as 
would dozens more, either seriously or ironically) the 1965 San Francisco press 
conference section where, after being quizzed about what he would sell out to for 
commercial interest, Dylan responds; "Ladies' garments". One only hopes that Walter 
was savvy enough to make this connection with his tongue firmly wedged in his cheek. 
Not everyone who quoted that same press conference would be similarly blessed with 
common sense. 
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Meanwhile, The Slate's Seth Stevenson was having a hard time working out how 
Victoria's Secret benefitted from the partnership. Dylan, he decides (after quoting the '65 
press conference) probably did it for the wider exposure of his music. "But," he asks, 
"what about Vicky? Why would a brand that's about sexiness, youth and glamour want 
any connection at all with a decrepit, sixtysomething folksinger?" 
 
Phil Kloer of The Atlanta Journal-Constitution peppers his fairly straight report with a 
few gags that even Dylan would balk at. Not convinced? Try these; "Hey, Mr.Lingerie 
Man, play a song for me" (bad) or "At least they didn't have him singing "Everybody must 
get thonged"." (much, much worse). Suddenly, Bob's legendary onstage jokes begin to 
sound like Woody Allen in his prime. 
 
The Houston Chronicle's Clifford Pugh refrained from sharing his personal views with 
us, though he also inflicts a feeble attempt at humour on us, suggesting that future 
"grizzled rock star/product pairings" could include Aerosmith's Steve Tyler flogging 
L'Oreal hair-care products and Neil Young promoting Maybelline. Hilarious. 
 
It's cards-on-the-table time for Leslie Bennetts of the Los Angeles Times, who 
headlines her piece "Bob Dylan sullies his legacy with Victoria's Secret ads". So, no 
prizes for guessing which side of the fence she's standing. Sure enough, beginning with 
telling us how shocked she was at seeing Bob's "craggy, hawklike face" glaring out of 
her t.v. screen, she was, within a matter of seconds, horrified to learn that Dylan had 
agreed to appear in an ad that "looks like a recruiting tool for a paedophilia group". 
Mmmm, nice turn of phrase, Leslie. But she's not finished yet and proceeds to ram home 
Dylan's motivations for those of us naive enough to think that he did it for artistic reasons 
(and if anyone out there does think that; well, your nice rubber room awaits, where you 
will be able to write letters home with wax crayons and eat with a plastic spoon); "...It's 
the money, stupid". Furthermore, "...I suppose even Dylan has the right to pad his 
retirement account, but it's hard to defend his status as an enduring icon of moral 
outrage and political integrity when he's shilling for bras and panties." And, Bob, in case 
you're reading this, she has a bit of advice, should you be considering Victoria's Secret 
2; "...Nymphets are not lusting after Bob Dylan these days. Even 60-year old 
grandmothers are not lusting after Bob Dylan these days." Sorry, Bob, but there it is. 
Finally, Bennetts concludes that loveable Bobby is nothing but a filthy, money-grabbing 
pervert and is no longer the voice of her generation or the questioning seer for every lost 
and lonely voice in the whole wide world, and - what's worse - the torch hasn't been 
passed to a younger generation, either (I hear Courtney Love is looking for a job). As 
you'll probably have surmised, Bennett's foam-flecked rant makes Bob's 1979/80 
onstage sermons sound like lines from old On The Buses scripts. File her under "ex-
fan".  
 
Compared to that tirade, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette's editorial was positively tame, 
merely commenting that "since Mr. Dylan has always tried to undermine any claim that 
he's a spokesman for his generation, this apparent heresy may be consistent with that. 
The problem is that you can't tell whether he's mocking commercialism or embracing it."     
One feeble light of sanity amidst a dense fog of crass stupidity shines courtesy of City 
Page's Jim Walsh, who takes The Star Tribune's gossip columnist C.J. to task for 
criticising Dylan ("...Bob Dylan in a lingerie commercial is offensive on soooo many 
levels that it's hard to know where to start"). He accuses her of never writing anything 
about the arts or music that would offend her readership's "tacit normalcy" and further 
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accuses her of not following up her claim that she was offended by the ad by offering 
one reason why it offends her. Instead, she merely quotes from Time magazine's earlier 
barbed comments. Her accusation that the commercial is offensive on so - sorry, soooo- 
many levels cuts no ice with Walsh, who admits that, "speaking as a great admirer of 
women, lingerie, newspapers, and Dylan, the only thing I find offensive about any of it is 
the response typified by C.J. and Time...It's a small thing, but the C.J. item represents 
the sort of self-censorship and knee-jerk moralising that has smothered this country in 
the past year." Nobody, he continues at length, knows Dylan's motives, and he suggests 
that perhaps Bob was delving beneath the surface of something he thought was evil and 
corrupt in order to better understand it. "Which," Walsh decides, "might be giving Dylan 
too much credit this time, but how would we know? How would we know if anyone at all 
was going beneath the surface, conditioned as we are now to stay away from there 
ourselves? Maybe Dylan deemed it a 60-second wink at "love" as defined by the media. 
Or maybe he was simply having fun, being a dirty old man, making art."  To my mind, his 
arguments and defence of Dylan do not really convince, but I applaud his stance - 
refreshing and solitary as it was - amidst the craziness, poison and sheer madness that 
went down during April 2004. 
 
Defence of a weedier kind comes from the editorial page of The Jackson Citizen 
Patriot, which concedes that, while the ad may be offensive etc. etc. etc. blah blah blah, 
you at least can't accuse Dylan of getting stuck in a rut; "...There's nothing more dismal 
than an aging singer stuck in a 40-year time warp. So whatever you think of Dylan and 
the lingerie, at least he's keeping up with the times. And, yes, they certainly are a-
changin'."  
  
We're back on more familiar vitriolic ground with Bob Garfield's ad review for 
AdAge.com, which considers the advert to be "one of the most disconcerting matches 
of celebrity and product in advertising history". His brief description of the plot ("...Dylan 
saunters into an opulent Venice ballroom making goo-goo eyes at a winged lingerie 
model") soon gives way to his disgust at what he has witnessed; "...What a disturbing 
scenario...(Dylan) doesn't look healthy. And no wonder; the man is 173 years old. 
Whereas the model in the ad seems to be in her upper teens. The exchange of glances, 
if not actually criminal, is certainly repulsive." So far so bad - and if this is the kind of 
media attention that some have speculated Dylan at least partly hoped to get out of the 
deal, then I hope he thinks it was worth it - but there is more to come, as Garfield really 
lets the bile fly and gets to the nub of why he - and dozens like him - are really upset; 
"...apart from the grossness, there is the wrongness of it all. Folk rockers who burst into 
our consciousness singing war protests should not be doing lingerie commercials in the 
middle of a war. It's discordant, unseemly, a betrayal. Yes, maybe the times are a-
changin', but must he throw it in our face like this?" Finally, presumably shaking with so 
much indignant rage that he can barely put finger to keyboard, Garfield advises anyone 
still interested that Dylan is not - and never was - a sex symbol, and that Victoria's 
Secret could have picked a more suitable rock star to peddle their skivvies. Yes, but I 
hear that Leonard Cohen was busy. 
 
 Phew, how to win friends and influence strangers, hey, Bob? The old cliche that "there's 
no such thing as bad press" simply isn't true - just ask Pete Townsend a few months 
ago. Sometimes being (masked and) anonymous is best.  
 
Aidin Vaziri of SFGate.com announced that Dylan had stolen Janet "whoops, there goes 
one of my jugs" Jackson's mantle of most controversial pop star on television and had 
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instigated a veritable flood of electronic gnashing and wailing on various Internet chat 
rooms, while the New York Post had simply labelled him "sellout of the week" (only the 
week? What about the rest of the month, then?). Creative Director at Victoria's Secret Ed 
Razek reckons that the decision to use Bob was a "stunningly bold idea" and that his 
management simply found a hole in his schedule and off they all went to Venice." Dylan 
was (and probably still is) unavailable for comment - surprise! - but Razek concludes that 
"I can't speak for his motivation, but it certainly wouldn't be commercial."  Whoosh!! 
Another pig goes flying over his head. 
 
Alan of Acme Music Blog has seen the ad and sums up the plot thus; "The effect is that 
Bob knows that he shouldn't be with the dolly bird, but won't be able to help himself if 
she's got on that get-up. It's quite sweet". Yes, folks, you read it correctly; and this will 
probably be the only time you ever see the words "Bob Dylan", "Victoria's Secret" and 
"quite sweet" together in one paragraph. Alan is, however, less impressed with the tie-in 
CD, the track list of which he considers to be "successfully soppy and romantic". 
Probably this is because ladies don't want to be trying on their recently-puchased lace 
bras and thongs to Idiot Wind or that evergreen party favourite Death Is Not The End.  
  
The IrelandOn-Line website refrained from comment and instead quoted New York DJ 
Dennis Elsas; "I would be hesitant to say it's awful or wonderful. It's just strange." 
 
Meanwhile, over at the Common Dreams News Center, Thomas G. Palaima sprang to 
Bob's defence, beginning by addressing Leslie Bennetts' earlier tirade, in which he 
suggests that her and her daughter's image of Bob Dylan that has now been marred for 
eternity is a "false, nostalgic one". Their Bob Dylan, he proposes, only existed between 
1962 and 1964 and, by 1965, he had already been accused of "selling out" at least a 
couple of times; "...it is a Dylan who has only been seen in rare flashes on his next 40 
albums from Highway 61 onward". What Dylan is doing now, he reckons, is what he's 
done for most of his career; exactly what he wants, and, anyway, companies like 
Victoria's Secret use young women in underwear to sell their wares because many men 
and women find that attractive (I would also like to add - if I may be so bold - that they 
use women in underwear because they're actually selling womens underwear. An 
excuse that, say, KP Peanuts could not use in all honesty, yet images of young women 
in wet t-shirts still adorn their display cards behind many pub bars). Furthermore, 
according to Palaima, "this is why Hollywood uses starlets in it's films and why Leslie 
Bennetts' own Vanity Fair magazine for May 2004 runs ads for Yves St. Laurent's 
Opium perfume and Guess clothing featuring beautiful semi-nude models."  Good point, 
Mr. Palaima. It is, as Alan Partridge would say, a hot potato - Leslie Bennetts, catch!  
Finally, Palaima informs us that a 20-something student of his found the ad weird, but 
her and her boyfriend listened to the promo CD and found the music "beautiful, sad and 
depressing". At least two more young people have been exposed to his music who might 
never have done so if not for all this fuss. Is that not a good thing?  
 
Finally, before we leave all of this behind (for a while, at least), let's have a look at a 
token press cutting from Germany, in which Heinrich Detering of the Frankfurter 
Allgemeine reveals that he doesn't know why Dylan took part in the ad ("...the answer is 
blowin' in the wind" - good one, accept the Corny Old Hack of the Month award, Mr. 
Detering) but that he is still shocked. Then again, I can't fathom out why he should be 
shocked because, as he reminds us; "it's well known that betrayal is one of his 
trademarks" (what like the big nose and the croaky voice, you mean?) and that "the 
trickster and romantic of rock 'n' roll declared ironic self-denial as his principle when he 
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was called "Judas" for the first time."  Still, you have to laugh, hey? 
 
Wowee! After all of that I suppose a few reviews of Live 1964 seems a little bit tame and 
- dare I say it? - dull, but, in the great scheme of things, the 40-years-in-the-making 
latest volume of The Bootleg Series will probably be of greater importance once the 
history books are all written up than Bob's dalliance with lingerie chic. 
 
Mojo's Chris Nelson awarded it four stars and enjoyed it so much because this concert 
would be one of the last chances for anyone to hear Bob Dylan as troubadour and folkie, 
merely playing music and having fun - before too much longer the defences would begin 
to go up; "...unlike it's series companions, Live 1964 shows us Bob Dylan before he 
became God Dylan, 20th century Shakespeare, and therein lies much of the set's 
allure...Live 1964 is not an exclamation point in Dylan's story...(it is) Dylan on the cusp. 
It's the wave moving below the surface of the ocean, shifting our boats unexpectedly, 
gathering force before it finally breaks the plane of water and comes crashing down." 
 
The Japan Times' Philip Brasor also enjoyed it, claiming that Dylan was an entertainer 
back then - and still is - as well as a seasoned road warrior; "...people still seem amazed 
that more than four decades into his career, Dylan plays 100 or more shows a year, but 
they shouldn't be. The Neverending Tour started here." 
Edna Gundersen of USA Today unsurprisingly gave it the maximum four stars and calls 
Dylan's delivery "sublime...(revealing) a gift for sly showmanship". 
 
Peter Felkel of Germany's Musikexpress went two better and lavished upon it the 
maximum six stars (yes - count 'em! Six!). He reckons that Dylan's future began right 
there at that concert and that "on the next corner rock 'n' roll is waiting - with one hand 
waving free." 
 
Still, as usual, a fly was waiting in the ointment, this one by the name of Clinton Heylin, 
who reckons that the Bootleg Series is actually doing Dylan a disservice. "I've never 
rated (the Halloween show) as a performance," he pouts, "...It's not a good performance. 
He's clearly stoned...The concert was a real landmark, not in the positive sense, but in 
the negative sense because it looked at the time like Dylan was going off the rails."  
Besides, whilst Steve Berkowitz, an A&R head at Sony music who has worked on every 
volume of The Bootleg Series so far, reckons you have to balance the archival nature of 
whatever show is released with the reality that you want it to appeal to as wide an 
audience as possible, Heylin maintains that you cannot market decades-old 
concert/studio material at both collectors and casual punters. In the end, he suggests, 
everyone loses out, and he cites the release of The Beatles Anthology series as a good 
example; where each camp felt conned - the collectors because the outtakes had been 
cleaned up and polished too brightly, the casual fans because it wasn't a "proper" 
Beatles record - and each volume sold considerably less than the one before.  And, he 
informs us, the Halloween concert bootlegs sound just as good as Sony's release - it is 
only an acoustic show, after all.  
Steve Berkowitz has never heard of Clinton Heylin. 
 
Onto a few Masked And Anonymous items now, as the movie received it's belated UK 
DVD release during May and finally gave us Brits the chance to watch it without a timing 
strip across the screen. Uncut featured a nice piece on it, plus an interview with Larry 
Charles, courtesy of Damien Love. Much of what Charles has to say will be familiar to us 
fanzine readers and, indeed, he covers similar territory on the Director's commentary, 
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but he does confirm that the film is very autobiographical for Bob, even down to Jeff 
Bridges dressing firstly as Bob circa 1990 onwards and then later as Bob circa 1965 
("down to the shoes" he emphasises"). "In some sense," he continues, "everybody is a 
reflection of 
 
Bob...Bob is constantly competing with the younger versions of himself. That, I think, is 
one of his big issues with the media, not accepting him for what he is, whatever that 
might be. He's constantly fighting his own past. He can't really enjoy his own music, in a 
sense. He has to keep moving forward..."Don't look back" becomes a theme. Of this film, 
and his life."  
 
Another nice essay appeared in the Bright Lights Film Journal byAlan Jacobson, who 
seems to have enjoyed the movie more than most. He concentrates on the Desolation 
Row type carnival atmosphere that pervades the whole film, and is on the whole 
impressed with the images, characters and messages that it delivers; "...The world of 
Masked And Anonymous is an altogether disconcerting carnival parallel to the one the 
plot becomes. The colours are garish. The lighting burns. The camera tilts and sways 
drunkenly. Jump cuts describe how most words of certain people are wasted." 
Ultimately, Jacobson views the movie as one that does not provide any answers (to my 
mind - and this is not a criticism - it is a film with a very definate beginning, middle and 
end. Though not necessarily in that order) and suggests that perhaps there are not 
supposed to be any, or, if there are, only Dylan knows and he ain't telling; "...The credits 
roll to Blowin' In The Wind and in the transformative hands of Masked And Anonymous, 
the answer is no longer in the eyes of some greater force as the song originally seemed 
to suggest, but appropriated by Larry Charles, completely subjective, potentially very 
frightening, and possibly nonexistent." This is an important article on a criminally 
misunderstood and ignored movie. You could do worse than skip the reams and reams 
of underwear blather and search this out instead.  
 
The Unplugged video finally received it's DVD debut during May, complete with no extra 
songs and no extra extras. All in all, not exactly good value for money. In fact, a shoddy 
and lazy rip-off might be a fair description. For all that, Uncut gave it a four-star review, 
neatly summing it up as a project that catches Bob "midway between the raw-boned 
graverobbing of World Gone Wrong and Time Out Of Mind's reurrection shuffle" and 
concludes that it is "not the stuff of legend, but not to be sniffed at."  Fair comment, I 
suppose. 
 
Meanwhile, Nick Fauchald of Wine Spectator was detailing Bob's latest artistic 
collaboration, this time with Italian wine maker Antonio Terni. Terni, a life-long Dylan fan, 
has produced about 415 cases of Planet Waves 2002, a blend of 75% Montepulciano 
and 25% Merlot, with Dylan's blessing and signature on the label. The wine, insists 
Terni, reflects the two sides of Dylan's personality; "It's severe and unpredictable like 
Montepulciano, and soft and friendly like Merlot." It seems that the partnership began 
when Dylan visited Milan in 2003 and Terni gave a few bottles of a wine he had 
produced some time earlier named Visions Of Johanna to Bob's drummer with a note 
enquiring whether Dylan would be interested in a joint venture. "Dylan tried it backstage 
and liked it," Terni reveals, "and his manager wanted to know more about my wine." The 
result was Planet Waves; a trial joint venture, in which Dylan's only payment for his 
endorsment will be a few hundred bottles. The price tag per bottle will be $65, which 
makes it a tad more expensive than Blue Nun, and, if it's a success then the pair will 
continue their partnership. What Terni fails to realise is that most of the wine will be 
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bought by Dylan collectors who will never uncork it and drink it, so he could have just 
filled up all of the bottles with tap water. 
 
Finally - and perhaps most importantly - this month, there is the small matter of a brand 
new interview with Dylan, conducted in Amsterdam last November by Robert Hilburn for 
the Los Angeles Times' Calendar magazine. As part of a "Songwriters" series of 
interviews, you're not going to find out here what Bob thinks of George W Bush or, 
indeed, the fact that you can buy a gun in K-Mart but not smoke on the street, but you 
will learn a little about the process of how Bob writes a song. He talks at length about his 
influences and, away from the usual Woody Guthrie references, this is quite interesting 
in itself; "...There are so many ways you can go at something in a song. One thing is to 
give life to inanimate objects. Johnny Cash is good at that. He's got the line that goes; 'A 
freighter said, "She's been here, but she's gone, boy, she's gone".' That's great. 'A 
freighter says; "She's been here".' That's high art. If you do that once in a song, you 
usually turn it on it's head right then and there." 
 
As to how he forms his own songs, Dylan says that the germ of an idea can come from 
anywhere - an overheard conversation, a snatch of music - and then it will roll around his 
head, slowly growing, so much so that he can be talking to somebody and not actually 
listening to them, but to the song itself; "...I'll take a song I know and simply start playing 
it in my head. That's the way I meditate...I'll be playing Bob Nolan's Tumbling 
Tumbleweeds, for instance, in my head constantly - while I'm driving a car or talking to a 
person or sitting around or whatever...At a certain point, some of the words will change 
and I'll start writing a song." And that's how he's always done it; "I wrote Blowin' In The 
Wind in 10 minutes, just put words to an old spiritual, probably something I learned from 
old Carter Family record. That's the folk music tradition. You use what's been handed 
down. The Times They Are A-Changin' is probably from an old Scottish folk song."  And 
Subterranean Homesick Blues? enquires Hilburn. "It's from Chuck Berry, a bit of Too 
Much Monkey Business and some of the scat songs of the '40s." 
 
This is probably the only really essential item I've discussed in this whole piece and, I 
guess, if you're reading this then you've probably already read that, too. If not, locate it 
immediately. That Victoria's Secret catalogue you've just ordered ("it's for my wife. 
Honest.") will just have to wait. 
 
 
 
THANKS TO; JENS WINTER AND EXPECTING RAIN (EVERYONE USED TO TELL 
ME THAT IT WAS A WONDERFULLY USEFUL WEBSITE - IT'S ONLY TAKEN ME 
FIVE OR SIX YEARS TO FIND OUT FOR MYSELF!!)  
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The Whole Wide World is watching 

The Best of the Web by Martin Stein   (With thanks to Expecting  Rain)            
 
 
 
As I write this, I’m waiting for Chronicles to feature on the arty bit of 
tonight’s Newsnight programme.  Coupled with the honorary Doctorate and the knickers 
ad, this has been a big media year for a rock artist who’s a stranger to the charts! 
 
1. Livin’ in a political world – Visit Keith Agar’s favourite website at 

www.rightwingbob.com  
 
 
2. Bootleg Series of Dreams? – a report on Expecting Rain claims that the next 

issue of Rolling Stone ("greatest rock photos" will be the cover feature) includes 
several Dylan-related items, but the big news is the announcement that a new Dylan 
CD, including "live renditions" and "never-before-released original songs," will be 
released early next year, coinciding with the broadcast of the long-awaited Scorsese 
bio/documentary. TOOM outtakes? Apparently not out of the question, but nothing 
specific promised. The Stone report implies only a single CD, and it might just be a 
companion to the documentary -- full versions of songs shown in excerpt, including 
Newport 1965. But it might also be the long-rumoured Bootleg Series 7, by some 
accounts a 2-disc set -- one of standout live performances, the other of unreleased 
original songs. Don't expect Dylan to authorise a release heavy on his earliest, more 
lightweight/topical material, nor a stuff-not-good enough for TBS1-2-3 compilation 
which implies some stuff from the last great caches of unheard studio recordings -- 
the TOOM outtakes and the late 1980, post-gospel, Rundown (and elsewhere) 
sessions. 

 
3. He’s Very Well Read - Commenting on the forthcoming audiobook, Chris Lynch, 

Executive Vice President and Publisher of Simon & Schuster Audio said, "When we 
were thinking of actors to read the Bob Dylan audiobook, the first name on our list 
was Sean Penn. We knew he would be perfect for the material, and we are absolutely 
thrilled that an actor of his calibre will be reading Chronicles." This is the first 
audiobook that Sean Penn has ever narrated. 
 

4. Venetta, Bob Dylan and old tired horses - “Is it any wonder Self Portrait was 
panned?” says Venetta Fields, who sang backing vocals for Dylan on the song, All 
The Tired Horses.  
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"He was very folky at that time. I think all his songs were really folk songs and very 
indistinguishable. Not a lot of melodies. He was really just a folk singer. It was a very 
unusual session. It felt and sounded like a negro spiritual. There were no other parts. 
It was all in unison. I had no idea what was in both Bob's heads. Dylan didn't even 
sing on it. It's high. Like a Mariah Carey voice. But I had to do it. There was no 
looping in those days so you had to sing it all the way through."  
 
"The producer was sort of in an angry mood. He was in the control room listening to 
the playback and all of a sudden he picked up a chair and threw it at the wall. He was 
so intense. But we were looking at each other singing the lyrics thinking, 'What is 
going on? This is very strange'."  
 
Venetta later auditioned for Dylan for his tour but didn't make the cut. "I don't know 
why. He was a very nice guy." 

 
5. Transcendent Bob - The official Live Aid DVD is out on 8th November.  Disc 4 

will include Bob Dylan, Keith Richards, Ron Wood doing 'Blowin' In The Wind' 
 
 
6. Making an exhibition of yourself – an new exhibition curated by Jasen 

Emmons and called Bob Dylan's American Journey, features more than 150 artefacts. 
Included are Dylan's 1949 Martin 00-17 guitar, typed and hand-written lyrics, rare 
concert posters and handbills, signed albums, and dozens of photographs, as well as 
unique artefacts from artists such as Joan Baez, Woody Guthrie, Carolyn Hester, 
Bruce Langhorne, D. A. Pennebaker, Robbie Robertson and Dave Van Ronk. 
 
At the centre of the exhibit are four films exploring different facets of Bob Dylan's 
career, with rare performance footage and interviews with Dylan and other artists. 
Visit http://www.emplive.org/visit/galleries/dylan.asp 
 

 
7. Pop Idol - Professor Sir Liam Donaldson, Chief Medical Officer of England since 

1999 has given Dylan as his idol.  “He's an absolute genius, rivalling Shakespeare in 
the quality of his poetic ideas and imagery and language.” 

 
 
8. Restless Farewell - Jacques Levy the composer, writer and director who headed 

Colgate's theatre program for the past 12 years has died at the age of 69. 
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                   IS IT ROLLING BOB? 
 

                                    by Chris Cooper 
 
 

I don’t know about the rest of you, but I am still stupid enough to collect the 
miscellany of items that get released with “Bob Dylan” attached somewhere. 
Once upon a time I used to tell myself that they were necessary for a fuller 
understanding of his music. I would like to say that, that is true, and that I 
still believe it to be so.  
 
To be honest though this is no longer the case.  So please don’t ask me to 
give you a fuller explanation about why I do it. Maybe it’s simply, that I can, 
you know how it is, less overheads and greater disposable income. Maybe it is 
that I genuinely have no discriminatory powers and view it all as equal? No, I 
know it’s not that. In recent times my interests in music have strayed far an 
wide from Dylan’s door.  I never knew back then, but nowadays I can 
recognize the desire to find that one record, that one sound, that was going 
to be IT. That was going to make sense of what I did and why the world was 
the way it was, and make me, make us all enlightened and happy. Yes, I was a 
hippy wasn’t I? Well you decide whether I grew up or just grew old, but 
either way it all sounds quite naive by today’s standards,  Sometimes it feels 
like I have spent that much time searching for something, that eventually I 
lost sight of what I was looking for and the searching became the sole 
reason for the search. Hey! Lets  not get too deep here. 
 
  I just would like to think that now it’s a habit, an excuse to re-pin my 
colours to the mast of the good ship Dylan. So when I got news of the 
reggae Dylan album I was mildly curious at least.  Could be interesting 
couldn’t it?  Maybe it would present Bob’s music in a newer light. After all 
the Gospel album “Gotta Serve Somebody” a few years back was certainly a 
good album, and one that I can truthfully say I still play periodically.  So I 
had a start. 
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Well if you want to sell a splinter interest record to Dylan collectors, how do 
you go about making them see it as being not just “curious” but leaning more 
towards “desirable”. Well I can think of two obvious ways. (1) No matter how 
small, get Bob on some part of the album, something that is unique to your 
product. (2) Produce it in a limited run, a good dodge is with bonus material 
that will be only available for a short time. Now those clever people at Ras 
Records have hit on both counts, because this platter has both a bonus disc 
with NEW Dylan on it, as well as one track on the main record that also 
features Dylan uniquely.  So there we have it. You have to get a copy. Well I 
had to anyway.  
 
This makes me feel much better about reviewing this for you. After all as I 
have just given you conclusive proof that you Dylan collection cannot be 
complete without this, it does not matter if I praise or decry the actual disc 
itself.  Actually it was  a lot of fun acquiring this, as it proved to be harder 
than expected.  We all see the internet as a great boon, shrinking the world 
and making it easier to get things, and whilst I have to say that is true, to 
me there is a trade off. Making things easy to get denies us of the 
satisfaction of achieving the goal. So I still like to haunt the shops, and 
annoy sales assistants with requests for stuff they have never heard of.  It 
has taken 2 weeks to get this baby by this method, and I must say I felt a 
nice warm feeling when I flashed the debit card and walked out with my 
prize. Actually it was Dizzy that spotted this, so you see a double bonus 
here, as getting her involved means that we share more quality time, and 
gives HER the same sense of achievement. You see, progress is not always 
beneficial. 
 
 Now the record comes in a snazzy mock up of the front cover of “Bringing 
It All Back Home”, there will be a scan of it elsewhere so no need to go on. 
The main disc  has 14 tracks, all by different reggae artists (most I have 
never heard of)  The obvious songs of course are here, “Times” “Just Like A 
Woman” and “Maggies Farm” for instance, but some odd ones too.  
“Subterranean Homesick Blues “ by Sizzla works pretty well. An the version 
of Hattie Carrol by Black Uhuru (one I do know) is really quite effective. But 
the stand out (of course) is Dylan’s own cover of “I And I”. At first that 
seems an odd choice, yet when you hear this it is surprising how little the 
tune has had to be altered to fit. It’s as well though that it did, as what we 
actually have here is the original vocal track with a remixed sound. Against 
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my better judgment I like this track. I only hope bob is cantankerous enough 
to fit this into his stage show.  The liner notes tell us Bob gave his full co-
operation to this venture, to quote Roger Steffens “It’s rare that a Bob 
Dylan remix has  been sanctioned, it’s like when Michelangelo worked on the 
Sistine Chapel, what an amazing opportunity” 
It really does  feel completely different, but if you A/B this with the 
original (an if you don’t know what that means then you probably wouldn’t 
have read this far)  then you find that there are not that many changes. 
This is an excellent remix. 
 
   Then we have the “bonus” disc, this is essentially extended “dub” mixes of 
some of the songs on the album, and yes our man features here also.  This 
has much more echo and some lines repeated.  Now, as I type this I am 
playing a Bob-show, namely Shuberts excellent recording of Brockton August 
8th.  If you listen to “Highway 61 Revisited” you hear Bob slip into the echo 
and the start of repetition just as you hear it on the  Reggae dub.  Is this 
the sign of things to come? Probably not, bit as he says, sacrifice is the code 
of the road…. 
 

                             
   
 
Till  Next Time 
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     HIPSTERS, 
     FLIPSTERS 
           & 
   FINGER 
   POPPIN’ 
   DADDIES 
 
 
 
 

                             Two Blue                     by C.P. Lee 
 
Briefly recapping the last piece – the Blues first appeared in recorded form in 1915, 
was mainly popularised by women singers and it wasn’t until the mid 1920s that what we might 
call ‘Country Blues’ started appearing on record. It is this form that eventually became most 
familiar, leading to ‘Chicago’ or ‘Electric’ forms. In terms of live music, the Blues was only one 
part of a wide repertoire employed by ‘Musicianers’, as itinerant and semi-professional musicians 
were known. It could be argued that what we call ‘Blues’ today is simply a White construction 
that was imposed in the 1920s firstly by record manufacturers, then secondly by White audiences 
(consumers) from the 1960s onwards.  
 
When WC Handy stopped off at that Mississippi railway station and heard the ragged figure on 
the platform fret his guitar with a knife blade and sing about ‘where the southern cross the dog’ a 
whole template of obfuscation was drawn up. Firstly, and something I will look at in more detail 
further on, was the concept of ‘itinerant poverty’, secondly, the musicianer, whoever he was, 
would never have called what he was doing ‘The Blues’. As Son House said – “The old songs 
they used to sing way back yonder, weren’t none of them pertaining to no blues.”  
 
The most common term used to describe this kind of field music was ‘Reels’ when played with 
accompaniment (up ’til the turn of the century that would have been provided by a fiddle or 
banjo), or ‘Holler’ when it was unaccompanied.  ‘Reel’ of course also applies to White (though 
by no means exclusively) dance tunes, usually of European origin. There’s ample evidence to 
show that Blacks and Whites frequently shared tunes without regard to origin. 
 
‘The Blues’ when it first appeared was ‘Pop’ music and was formed structurally out of 
elements of Ragtime, Minstrel and Vaudeville. As Pop it was hot and many musicianers 
adopted the phrase to describe anything that they were playing in order to appear ‘with it’. 
These elements show through in the recordings we have of artists like Henry ‘Ragtime’ 
Thomas, Furry Lewis and Mississippi John Hurt. They also ring clearly in the structure and attack 
of Charlie Patton and Son House. But even those artists would have remained equivocal in 
describing themselves – they wanted to earn a living and sticking to one name or style would 
have been commercial suicide. That came later when a demand had been created by the industry. 
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Later it would be a demand created by the Second Folk Revival and it was a demand for 
‘authenticity’, which takes us back to the template of the itinerant, poverty-stricken Southern 
agricultural worker who ‘happens’ to play the Blues … and once again, not sticking to that 
template would have been commercial suicide.  
 
Black audiences weren’t quite so demanding – When Muddy Waters played Black club gigs in 
the 1950s he’d warm up the crowd with Pop standards before moving on to the down home stuff. 
When Lonnie Johnson tried that in London in 1950 he shocked his audiences (as we saw in the 
Blues Is Bunk article. Lightnin’ Hopkins is said to have changed from his suit to a pair of overalls 
before going on stage at the Newport Folk Festival. When touring Europe in the 1960s, Big Bill 
Broonzy left his backing band at home and played acoustic guitar because that’s how the 
audience perceived him, as a rambling kind of rail-hopping hobo, share-cropping Blues man – not 
the successful, guitar-playing Chicago businessman he actually was (he owned a chain of grocery 
stores). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
All this is at variance with the popular concept of the Blues musician in worn-out bibbed overalls 
sitting on the back porch of a run-down shack, wailing at the world and all its worries. Johnson 
looks like a hot young guitar slinger who’s as at home in the town as he is at a juke joint on 
Stovell’s Plantation. Maybe, we can surmise, he looks like this because he sold his soul to the 
Devil? … This story is one of the most enduring myths of poplore and is, thanks to Barry Lee 
Pearson and Bill McCullough’s Robert Johnson – Lost & Found (University of Illinois Press 

Mode of dress has always been a paramount part of 
the artist’s trade, particularly the musicianer, one’s 
hipness was measured by one’s style of dress, one’s 
success by the cut of one’s gib.  
 
There are only two known photographs of Robert 
Johnson, the first appears to be a photo-booth shot 
and as we only see head and shoulders it’s hard to 
tell how he’s turned out, but the other picture, 
shown here, is a semiotic masterpiece.  
 
Johnson is in a photographer’s studio and posed 
seated on a carpet covered dais, guitar across his 
lap, the fingers of his left hand in an A major 
seventh chord on the guitar neck. He’s wearing an 
impeccable double-breasted, pin-striped suit. His 
shoes are shined to perfection and he sports a silk 
tie round his neck. His shirt has a tab collar and a 
handkerchief peeks out from his breast pocket. All 
this is set off by a snap-brim trilby perched at a 
jaunty angle atop his head.  
 
Whatever else he might be Johnson is a dandy 
through and through.
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2003), now thoroughly examined and debunked. Without going too deeply into it, the whole thing 
started in 1946 when Jazz critic Rudy Blesh wrote a review of Johnson’s Hellhound On My Tail, 
in which he spoke of the music in the following terms – ‘the implacable, slow, pursuing footsteps 
– are full of evil, surcharged with the terror of one alone among the moving, unseen shapes of the 
night…’ and so on.  
 
In 1959, Samuel B Charter’s seminal book, The Country Blues, stoked up the hyperbole, 
Charter’s adopting a position often chosen by Dylan interpreters, that Johnsons’ lyrics must be 
autobiographical therefore Hellhounds and Me And The Devil Blues, were somehow indicative of 
a Demonic pact. Charter’s continued this theme in his 1973 volume, Robert Johnson. This time 
he had an anecdotal aside from musician Son House which posited that Johnson had become such 
a good guitar player because he’d sold his soul to the Devil. From this slight remark Greil 
Marcus, Peter Guralnick, Robert Palmer and others have published reams of text linking Johnson 
to the occult. Pearson and McCullough argue that the myth of Satanic intervention is (A) a racist 
one because it denies that a Black artist could become a virtuoso without occult assistance, (B) 
rubbish and (C) prevented proper research into Johnson from having been carried out. 
 
In his Robert Johnson And The Invention of the Blues – Escaping The Delta, Elijah Wald has 
tackled (C) and produced a fascinating biography that argues plausibly that Johnson’s importance 
has been blown out of all proportion by White critics. It’s not to denigrate Johnson’s 
musicianship or talent, but it’s a plain and simple fact that Johnson’s music meant next to nothing 
to the Black community (he died too soon to have any great impact, plus his ‘Country’ style was 
on the way out), but meant an enormous amount to the emerging Rock scene in the 1960s. 
 
Dylan recently said that he was taught how to play lead guitar by Lonnie Johnson. Some of us 
may feel that was unfortunate, but what is important is that Dylan has the perspicacity to perceive 
the links and the chains that bind us all to the old times and use them to bring something new to 
the table. It’s all part of his ‘electronic grids’ and ‘mathematical music’ – it’s all part of the 
patchwork quilt of Americana … 
 

                                          
 
1975 – The Bottom Line, New York – Muddy Waters and BD 
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(The above in answer to a request from John Salmon, for a better look at what he refers to 
as “A magnificent spark”) 
                       

   ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE     

    “ LAY DOWN YOUR WEARY TUNE “ BY Michael Crimmins 
 
Recently while visiting Loch Lomond in Scotland I came to realise in the most 
natural way possible why someone like Andrew Motion would regard Bob Dylan as one 
of the great artists of the last century. Not that I needed my own high regard for Bob 
Dylan and his many sided muse rubber stamped in any way, but lets face it is, at least, a 
comforting association to place alongside of Dylan and his work the words of praise from 
the great poets and scholars.  I have been a long time admirer of two particular works by 
Dylan. Those being “Last thoughts on Woody Guthrie” and “Mr Tambourine Man” Both 
of these are well outside the realm of pop song, the first being an out and out poem and 
the second working quite well from paper as such also. Ironically “Mr Tambourine Man” 
with a little help from Roger McGuinn became one of the greatest pop songs ever! 
 
 While at Loch Lomond  “Lay down your weary tune” for no apparent reason was never 
out of my head during my week long stay. The unseen rhythm of the tune, a military 
tattoo was so insistent to me that I decided to pay the lyric a little more attention on 
getting home.  While still in Scotland though I got a very strong sense that the tune was 
very much at home there. Now that feeling could have been influenced by something that 
I have read, whatever I was well on the way to realizing how great a song this one really 
is.   I hear a Dylan symphony in the making here! After all he did talk of writing one and 
It is anyhow at least descriptive of one, and like all the great symphonies, to my ears 
anyway, it revels in pantheism. To regard “Lay down your weary tune” as such, a 
symphony in the making, would obviously mean that I also regard it as unfinished.  
Maybe the song remained unreleased for all of those years because even though Dylan 
may have regarded it unfinished he may have also intended it to be so. An example of the 
sort of thing that I mean is “All the tired horses” from ‘Self Portrait’ where a possible 
cinematic landscape of a song was left almost bare and yet partially explained in that one 
ambiguous line “All the tired horses in the sun how am I gonna get any riding done”. 
“Lay down your weary tune” relates its weariness to the listener with a deliberate 
dragging pace. The first stanza with it’s, only suggested, instruments, bugle and drums, 
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besides the natural rhythm, place it very much in the military. The sadness expressed 
against, or in such natural beauty tells to me of a battle lost. The title of the song in itself, 
with its many connotations, is brilliant! 
 
“Lay down your weary tune” 
 
 Many thought it a reference to Dylan’s move away from protest, and it is not beyond the 
bounds of possibility that the weary moan that I perceive, is that of a different battle, in 
any case the one thing that I am sure of is that Dylan is capable of writing songs with 
many different layers. Whether Dylan is in the Highlands or not with ‘Lay down’ the 
religious experience that is inherent in a lot of Dylan’s work manifests itself 
magnificently here, language is realised in heavenly proportions. Beauty and emotion go 
side by side as they are meant to. Dylan is the mediator of such because he is the poet, the 
artist. I see such great art and the clarity that it attains as little to do with drugs, no more 
than I need facts to act as an expression of faith.   
 
The dual nature of “Lay Down Your Weary Tune” deals with existence on this planet as 
it is and always has been and, more likely than not, always will be. A harmonious world 
of nature, is set against the inharmonious brutality of war. It is a message contained in so 
many of Dylan’s songs. The word ‘prophet’ is an oft used in description of the poet, our 
poet, I prefer mediator. In Dylan’s case there has always been much controversy over the 
use of the word ‘poet’ in connection with him. I can’t call Dylan anything else but poet. I 
am grateful to the likes of Chris Ricks for placing the poet where he belongs; although I 
have to be honest and admit that much of what Chris writes is way above my head. Much 
of what Bob Dylan writes on the other hand manages to get INSIDE my head. Now that 
is the mark of a true genius!!    
 

                                             
 
 
To get a more educated and coherent fix on what I’m rattling on about, you could do 
worse than get along to       www.mtsource.org/articles/dogen_dylan.html. 
   
Steven Heine, scholar of Eihei Dogen the great 13th century Japanese zen master and 
author, once remarked that he would like to be buried with the collected works of a great  
spiritual writer  whose name has five letters beginning with ‘D’ and ending with ‘N’ but 
who was not Dogen…        
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One wonders if Dylan really realises his own worth as he pens such stuff as- 
 
                             Now wintertime is coming, the widows are filled with frost. 
                             I went to tell everybody, but I could not get across. 
                             Well, I wanna be your lover, baby, I don’t wanna be your boss. 
                             Don’t say I never warned you 
                             When your train gets lost. 
 
I would have preferred the word ‘If’ to ‘When’ in that last line, it offers me more hope! 
But I am sure that Dylan slyly realised the dilemma facing the listener/reader as to 
whether the intended ‘your’ is the individual or the collective. If Dylan is though as I 
suspect the mediator. Who is the person that “went to tell everybody” if not the poet 
himself?  As my narrative draws close to the slow train I need to change track, as it were, 
and head back to “Lay down your weary tune” 
 
When I said earlier that I got a strong sense that the song was at home in Scotland and 
that my thoughts were possibly influenced by something that I may have read, I was 
nearer the mark than I thought! Pulling Paul Williams ‘Performing Artist’ Book One 
1960-73 down from the shelf with the intention of getting his take on things, I came 
across this on page 100 where he quoted Dylan from the ‘Biograph’ notes 
 
‘ I wrote that on the West Coast, at Joan Baez’s house. She had  a place outside of Big 
Sur. I had heard a Scottish ballad on an old 78 record that I was trying to really 
capture the feeling of, that was haunting me. I couldn’t get it out of my head. I wanted 
lyrics that would feel the same way.’  
 
I could have easily changed what I had written earlier after rediscovering that quote, yet I 
feel that it only serves to emphasise the nature of Bob Dylan’s creative process and also 
his integrity as a songwriter. I realise that I may have placed my own integrity in danger 
by taking this course, but I can only ask you to trust me. Later Williams goes on, in his 
own words 
 
 “It is as close as we’ll ever come to Dylan describing one of his visions, in this case as 
auditory one-this tune is haunting him, he searches for words to put to it and when they 
come they come like a message from the universe, the creator, a release from his 
weariness, the offer of a stronger shoulder to lean on. And this protective being, this 
deity, is personified, and in fact experienced, as music. Later, for a while, Dylan will 
attach  Jesus’s name to this mystery…” 
 
It is early September as I write, the weather people are predicting an Indian summer. By 
the time that you read this you may have experienced six weeks of glorious sun. On  the 
other hand…  
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              Back to Reality 
 
                                   by Paula Raddice 
 
 
 
After the excitement of the Summer (see last issue), it's full-steam ahead 
on the Anti-Climax Express, in other words, back to Hastings, and back to 
school.  I keep wondering if I might be able to persuade the elementary school in 
Hibbing to have me on secondment for six months or a year: I'm dying to get 
back there for a longer visit.  Perhaps, if I save my pennies, I'll be able to go 
again in a year or two.   
 
Till then, I thought to console myself with reading a new novel that's out, set in 
1966, in - completely coincidentally - a little place called Hibbing, Minnesota... 
 
It's called One Summer in Flyoverland, and is by Mark Reps.  The title isn't 
explained, but I guess that it is a reference that Americans, or perhaps just Mid-
Westerners, would recognize: the book's front cover shows a map of America 
with New York and Los Angeles (the twin poles of American culture) marked, 
with Hibbing and Minnesota marked in solitary isolation in the middle, so 
presumably "Flyoverland"  refers to a part of the nation that touches most 
Americans' consciousness - if at all - only as an area they pass over in a plane 
bound between coasts. 
 
Disappointingly, it's a) not a very good novel, and b) has no real relationship to 
Hibbing, even though the main character, thirteen-year-old Max, says he lives in 
Bob Dylan's old house.  The house is never described, neither is the street, nor 
Howard Street (called here, rather unoriginally, "High Street"), nor the High 
School, nor the Androy Hotel  - in other words, nothing is described that is a real, 
meaningful landmark in Hibbing, or that distinguishes it from any other small town 
in America.  The iron ore mine is mentioned, but no attempt is made to convey its 
vastness or beauty, and it doesn't feature in the plot much.  In fact, the whole 
book is very short on detailed description and rather long on the vague and the 
general.  As a "coming-of-age" story, posited as a murder mystery, it goes almost 
nowhere: whatever growth may have occurred in Max or his best friend Charlie is 
left undefined, and the "twist" in the mystery of the murders is neither surprising 
nor entertaining.  A disappointment. 
 
Of much more relevance and interest is, of course, Paul Williams' latest volume 
in the Performing Artist series, covering the years 1986-1990 (the "and Beyond" 
of the book's title refers to two essays at the end, on Time Out of Mind and "Love 
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and Theft").  I am not at all sure that I can write a properly objective review of 
anything by Paul Williams.  I have loved his writing for as long as I've known 
about Bob Dylan, and meeting him some years ago only confirmed for me that he 
stands head and shoulders above most other Dylan commentators because of 
his sensitivity to both Dylan's cultural context and the ways that his creativity 
works.  He was the first to make a convincing argument for Dylan's performances 
to be viewed as the peaks of his achievement, rather than the lyrics as written on 
the page (Dylan as "poet") or the studio recordings (Dylan as "protest singer" or 
"pop star"), and this approach has allowed Williams, I believe, to get closer than 
anyone else to an understanding of whatever creative urges really drive Bob 
Dylan.   
 
Above all,  Williams is a writer who takes risks and puts himself on the line, in the 
same way that Dylan does on stage (he talks about Dylan's "subtle and heroic 
risk-taking", absolutely spot-on).   He is not afraid to expose his own feelings and 
foibles as part of the process of discovering Dylan's emotional truths.  Greil 
Marcus does this, too, and Christopher Ricks exposed himself to howls of 
academic ridicule with the very personalized response to Dylan he unveiled in 
Visions of Sin,  but very few other Dylan writers have spanned the emotional 
distance between artist and audience so persuasively, and with so easily 
accessible an approach to writing. 
 
So I come to Mind Out of Time with a weight of expectations,  no less than the 
weight of preconceptions and predictions I bring to the first hearing of a new 
Dylan album.  I know the sorts of things I want to hear: will I be disappointed or 
delighted? 
 
From the start, it's clear that Williams has more of an uphill task with this third 
Performing Artist  than with the previous two, because of the point in Dylan's 
career that it covers.  I can wholly sympathise, because the mid-1980s were 
exactly the point at which I myself came to Bob Dylan, and, believe me, it wasn't 
a good time to nail Dylan colours to any mast. It was a real low point in Dylan's 
standing as an artist; whether that was fully deserved or not is a different matter, 
but the media perception of Dylan, following the débâcle of Live Aid in particular, 
was that he was washed-up and irrelevant, a '60s dinosaur who hadn't had the 
good grace to retire quietly.  The British newspapers were savage each time they 
covered a concert, or a film, or an album.  Twenty years later, with Dylan fully 
ensconced in "Living Legend" status, it is easy to forget what an easy target for 
mockery he was in the '80s. 
 
I did wonder whether Williams, whose distinctive tone is nearly always one of 
chortling enthusiasm, would pull his punches when it came to some of the, ahem, 
less astute of Dylan's career decisions at this time, but thankfully he doesn't.  
Hearts of Fire is "a dreadfully bad movie" (yes, it is), and is pleasingly sceptical 
about the end results of Dylan's musical collaborations with The Grateful Dead: I 
loved his description of the "word salad" that Dylan reduced many of his songs' 
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lyrics to when playing with the Dead.  Williams fully appreciates and describes 
the lostness of Dylan in these years, his inability (as he himself admitted) to 
connect with his own lyrics and find in them the truths that would enable him to 
communicate them to an audience, and he goes on to explain the rôle that Jerry 
Garcia especially played in reconnecting Dylan with his songs, "so three cheers 
for Dylan and the Dead, even if the music they made together was mostly awful".  
(And a fourth, very heartfelt, cheer to the Dead for having the good sense not to 
allow Dylan to become, as he wanted, a member of the group). 
 
Where the strength of this book lies in its tying together what Dylan actually does 
in performance with the (surprisingly explicit) things Dylan has said in various 
interviews about his own song-writing and performing, and about how crucial to 
his performances is the meaning of each song  to him at different given times.  At 
the heart of Williams' understanding of Dylan's work is the concept of "time-
stopping" (as Dylan himself put it, "Songs are just thoughts.  For the moment 
they stop time...Songs are supposed to be heroic enough to give the illusion of 
stopping time").  Dylan's time-stopping is a phenomenon that those of us who 
have been at "good"  shows (or watched Masked and Anonymous) will 
recognize.  Dylan's best performances of songs open whole universes of time 
and meaning up within themselves, and allow the audience to experience 
collectively the truths which lie within, between and around the words and music.  
Williams says it better than I can: 
 

[A great performance is] not a product of deliberate intention.  It's 
more like a moment of grace, a lot of different factors working together 
to create the circumstances whereby a feeling (a "message") can be 
collectively voiced with truth and frankness and genuine joy. 

or 
 

It's not like he thinks about it.  It's like he takes a deep breath and 
opens himself up to the spirit of this night, this show, and lets it direct 
him and his band, like a skipper letting the wind fill his boat's sails. 
 

Above all, Williams' message is that Dylan's "task is not to meet the fans' or 
critics' expectations; it's to realize a felt, intuited vision, an assignment he has 
wordlessly given himself"; the evidence runs throughout Dylan's work, but 
Williams describes and defines it beautifully: 
 

Every moment is a fresh set of conditions and responses, and every 
subsequent moment of performance is affected, like a stack of 
dominoes falling one by one, except in this case there are many 
stacks falling at the same time, brushing against each other and 
setting off new chain reactions in a variety of directions. 

 
Williams' enthusiasm for Dylan's artistry is still the best  reason (out of many 
reasons) for buying this book.   Along with the enthusiasm comes questions I 
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hadn't previously considered: he argues, for example, that the concert setlists as 
determined by Dylan have more inter-song resonances and dynamics than they 
have hitherto been allowed, and that they are constructed carefully to build mood 
and creative opportunities, and that the transitions between songs are also 
important.   He has splendid sections discussing how Dylan works as a 
bandleader, using "the unwieldy gravitational pull of his presence to awaken the 
collective genius of a handful of musicians, in service to the music and the 
artist/bandleader's internal vision". 
 
There was also, for me, the pleasure of encountering issues on which Williams' 
views and mine diverge - a novel experience.  I am one of those, I'm afraid who 
does feel that To Make You Feel My Love "breaks the spell" of Time Out Of Mind 
(I actually can't listen to it, it's so superficial and phoney, to my ears) and I spent 
a whole chapter disagreeing with Williams' appreciation of Under the Red Sky: I 
can see what he means about its playfulness and risk-taking, but am not (yet?) 
able to perceive it as "a sound sculpture...It is a rich and expressive, deeply 
satisfying sound sculpture...a wondrous invention".  Maybe I need to listen to it 
differently (or maybe I'll never be able to get it the way Williams does, lacking 
some of his qualifications: of some of the lines in Born in Time, for example, he 
says, "This would sound like nonsense to me were it not for LSD trips I took 
many years ago"!). 
 
The two final chapters of the books depart from the chronological sequence of 
the rest of the text (1986-1990) to fast-forward to examinations of Time Out of 
Mind and "Love and Theft", in both cases being largely pieces that appeared first 
in Crawdaddy!  Although the structure of the book is thus rather undermined, 
both chapters are truly excellent, and could have done with being considerably 
lengthened.  I would have loved, for example to have an in-depth Williams 
assessment of Not Dark Yet, surely the best song that Dylan has written in the 
last twenty years, and the one that most utterly achieves the time-stopping effect 
(or" tarab" - enchantment - as defined in Arabic song) that Williams sees as the 
ability to "influence his listeners to hear a song with their hearts and instincts, not 
with their reasoning minds".   
 
So, the conclusion: another highly sensitive, highly intelligent, highly readable 
and stimulating book from Paul Williams, absolutely indispensable to anyone 
wanting to understand Dylan's creative instincts and drive.  As with Dylan's 
audience, Williams' readers can feel that they too are participating in "the 
uncanny, brilliant reflection of something that emanates from their hearts as well 
as his".  
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Last Thoughts  
on Bob Dylan 

 
by Bob Fletcher 

 
 

When up comes this girl from France… 
 

 
It didn’t occur to me that there was a direct connection between my holiday and Bob 
Dylan. At the beginning of my last article I mentioned spending time with a couple of 
people whilst in France. I lied. Or rather, I exercised artistic licence. Dewey Fontain 
doesn’t exist (in the Loire Valley there is a triangle consisting of Angers, Cholet, and 
Saumur. If you take the Cholet road you will pass through Doue-La-Fontaine). Although 
I thought the name should have been adopted by a 1950’s American B-movie actor, 
Diane pointed out that it was only my abject pronunciation that led me to that 
conclusion). Ducky Braxton (who appeared on a poster and because I didn’t write down 
the name when I saw it probably isn’t in fact called Ducky Braxton) is, as far as I know, 
alive and well and appearing at a festival near you. Well, if you live in France he is.  
 
However, Dewey lives to fight another bad guy. Whilst reading an article I discovered 
that Masked and Anonymous is officially credited to, amongst others, a phantom 
screenwriter named Rene Fontaine. (I admit that the link, and therefore the whole 
premise of the article, is tenuous - according to Jeffbridges.com Dylan is actually Petrov, 
the other half of the writing duo - however one should never let the truth get in the way of 
a good story).  
 
The plot focuses on the attempts of a music promoter and a TV producer to skim the 
profits from televised benefit concert. The problem they have is that they can’t attract an 
artist to play. The music promoter endeavours to persuade Jack Fate, a former client, to 
do it. Enter Bob Dylan. (Damien Love - Uncut June 2004 - suggests that Masked and 
Anonymous may be the ‘first sci-noir-bordertown-western-art-movie’. I think he has a 
point). Intriguingly, the plot of Shoot the Piano Player (allegedly one of Dylan’s favourite 
films) also involves an ambitious attempt to get, in the words of Clinton Heylin, “the 
anti-hero to resume his once – prominent concert career”. The barmaid with the soft spot 
for Charles Aznavour (the aforementioned anti-hero) is called Lena (and is indeed 
French). She is not, however, called Fontaine. But, Lena Fontaine is a character in the 
1922 film ‘The Glory of Clementina’. She is also a former college girl who excelled in 
track and field, basketball, and volleyball until one fateful day in June 1955 when she 
awoke one morning to find that instead of being 5’11” and 155lbs she was now 6’4” and 
240lbs. She soon discovered she was strong enough to lift a small plane (I promise that 
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I’m not making this up). Furthermore, the real Rene Fontaine wrote blues songs in the 
late 1950’s, including ‘One in a Million’ and ‘Someone Else’. At least according to 
Expecting Rain he did. 
 

She wears a necktie and a Panama hat… 
 
 
Except she’s a he and it’s not a panama. My aim was simple, to dress as the 1975 Rolling 
Thunder incarnation for a party celebrating my 40th birthday. The waistcoat, shirt 
(cheesecloth and stripy), silk scarves, and face-paint were relatively easy to find. The hat 
however……… 
 
With the benefit of hindsight I am able to acknowledge my misplaced romanticism but at 
the time a day trip to Angers seemed like a good place to start. Besides, the French adore 
Dylan; just think back to Paris 1966. Ten minutes after arriving we climbed the many 
steps that lead to the Cathedral and entered as a magnificent storm broke.  And yes, the 
thunder really did roll. Sadly, the ‘echo of the wedding bells before the blowin’ rain’ 
turned out to be a rival church announcing a call to prayer. 
 
When we found the shop I discovered that my idea of the Desire hat bore no relation to 
anything in stock. I accept that I wasn’t really able to describe what I wanted (it’s hard 
enough using the English language) and a convoluted mime only seemed to distress the 
owner further. I left having tried on several Stetsons (one of which I bought), a fedora, 
and an Australian bush hat. At no time did I resemble Bob Dylan.   
 
The same was true in Devon. A friend of ours had kindly offered the use of her house so 
we were able to spend a week in Teignmouth. Needless to say, Bob Dylan’s hat failed to 
appear. Any number of straw hats were available, but most only served to underline the 
unforgivable lack of style favoured by the English holidaymaker. There was a shop 
selling hats of distinction to the discerning gentleman of a certain age but by now I had 
perfected my technique (Q: What style of hat is sir looking for? A: How much do you 
know about Bob Dylan?). Therefore it was a non-starter. I did manage to find seven back 
issues of Record Collector, which was a bonus of sorts. I also bought a fantastic hand 
made leather hat because it seemed the right thing to do at the time. But however hard I 
tried I just could not authentically recreate 1975. 
 
The 1970’s only served to underline Dylan’s already unquestionable standing. The 
decade was also responsible for Smash, Vesta curries, and terrifying architecture. My 
good friend Rob Carter reminded me that the diet we were subjected to was probably 
worse than most things we eat today. He told me of his first experience with, as he put it, 
continental food. Rob was born elsewhere and remembers a supermarket arriving. The 
locals viewed it the same way they would have viewed Jesus cleaning their windows. 
Prior to the event Rob had only eaten his Mum’s version of spaghetti Bolognese which 
consisted of spaghetti, mince and onions, and a tinned tomato placed lovingly on top. To 
add a flourish she would decorate the outside of the dish with tomato ketchup. Rob 
assures me that he still loves his mum. 
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Between 1970 and 1979 Dylan (or more to the point, the record company) released no 
less than 10 albums. I honestly cannot think of another artist capable of beginning with 
the criminally underrated Self Portrait (an album which, as I have mentioned before, 
never fails to leave me smiling) and climaxing with the masterful Slow Train Coming. To 
add a sense of perspective it is worth considering the career of Paul Simon. Between 
1964 and 1970 (when they split) Simon and Garfunkel had made a total of six albums. 
This may, to some extent, be explained by Simon’s painfully slow writing technique. As 
Derek Barber points out “Bridge Over Troubled Water is reputed to have taken more than 
eight hundred hours to complete! By contrast, Dylan spent just ninety days in the studio 
recording his entire studio catalogue up to and including Desire”.  
 
Equally as prolific has been Dylan’s use of the hat. Which has, indirectly, made my 
search more difficult. A majority of invited guests either assumed (correctly) that I would 
dress as Dylan or have been told (they asked so I told them to which they replied ‘we 
assumed you would’) and therefore have an opinion on which hat I should try for. Indeed 
some have said that it doesn’t matter anyway as no one will know who I am. 
 
Initially Northampton provided no help. Charity shops don’t seem to stock men’s hats 
anymore and the only surviving purveyor of clothing for the discerning gentleman 
suggested, bizarrely, that the hat featured on the front of Desire ‘looked Jewish and I may 
be better shopping in Golders Green’. A telephone call to John Stokes provided the most 
likely explanation: Dylan had the hat made specially. Unfortunately it also sent John on a 
strange journey that began with me explaining my plight whilst linking it with Masked 
and Anonymous, and resulted in John desperately trying to remember whether there is a 
character named Fontaine in Renaldo and Clara. I spoiled his quiet evening further by 
asking what had happened to his epic piece on Visions of Johanna. 
 
 

By the way that’s a cute hat… 
 
 
For many years there has been an amateur dramatics society known as the Masque 
Theatre and as a child I was a member of the audience for several productions. For as 
long as I can remember the Masque has run a costume hire department. It was with a 
renewed sense of desperation that I visited. What I should have done was taken a picture 
of the hat. Although the staff were more helpful than was necessary they weren’t able to 
identify the appropriate headgear from my description. They were, however, able to 
convince me that it wasn’t a fedora or a homburg. In fact, they were able to convince me 
that they had no idea what kind of hat I wanted. So, with an extremely heavy heart, and a 
belief that somewhere Dylan was enjoying this, I returned with a copy of Desire. 
 
Coincidence is a much misunderstood and highly overused word. Coincidence has very 
little to do with meeting a friend whilst out shopping. Coincidence is more suited to 
believing that your grandfather died during the Second World War only to discover his 
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recently stamped passport under the settee of the new house you’ve just moved into in 
Norwich. 
 
Carol grew up in the same village as I did. She recognised me as soon as I entered the 
shop and, when presented with Bob in that hat, went immediately to the hat store, 
returning with a Stetson. When she returned the second time she held in her hand the Ark 
and I swear I heard an angel weep. The truth is less celestial but just as bizarre. Carol 
agreed to sell me the hat and as I paid the radio played ‘You’re the One That I Want’.  
 
 

Every little sound just might be thunder… 
 
 
Since returning from France I have made an effort to maintain my exploration of 
unrelated music and literature and, to some extent, I have been successful. But habitual 
behaviour provides comfort. Safe in the knowledge that I am ready for my transformation 
(the theme of the party is ‘Tonight Matthew I’m going to be’) I have, for the purpose of 
research, immersed myself in The Rolling Thunder Review. Until yesterday life was 
pleasant. Then Larry Sloman came along. In his 1975 article for Rolling Stone, Sloman 
recounts events at Mike Porco’s birthday party. Following an on/off stage conversation 
between Phil Ochs and Dylan, the former played, according to Sloman, a “dirge-like Lay 
Down Your Weary Tune”. Apparently Ochs then “stumbled off the stage into the waiting 
arms of David Blue who, with Lou Kemp and Neuwirth, was part of an ambush designed 
to retrieve the cowboy hat from Ochs that Dylan had worn in Pat Garrett and Billy the 
Kid”. Now, I admit to possessing terrier like qualities but only in moderation. A brief 
look at the pictures available provides no evidence of it being the same hat (Dylan does 
wear a similar hat but the brim is definitely not big enough). Add to this the comments 
made by Sam Shepard (Dylan) “sips his coffee and tips his grey gaucho hat forward on 
his head” and you will understand my growing sense of bewilderment. Mind you, to my 
knowledge I may well be the first to link Dylan with Golders Green and Argentinean 
headgear. 
 
It’s late and I’ve just finished putting up a shelf. Self Portrait eased the usual problems of 
crumbling plaster and impenetrable bricks. Tomorrow I will move my Dylan collection to 
its’ new home and gloat.  
 
Gloating has been delayed as the shelf fell down. 
 
Dad came for lunch today and a frank conversation about his returning cancer was the 
topic at the table. He is comfortable with the notion of dying but angry that his consultant 
won’t give a time span. He gets angry with lots of things (particularly around midday) 
including Dylan, who he accuses of not trying. Back in France I played Diane several 
tracks from ‘Dark Suit and White Cowboy Hat’ (Charlotte, North Carolina 2002). She 
offered the same criticism suggesting that he could do much better (personally I think that 
‘Boots of Spanish Leather’, ‘Visions of Johanna’, and Don’t Think Twice’ are capable of 
moving anyone, but the mood has to be right I suppose).  
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As ever, there is a link. As a child I was tutored in the ways of the Weavers, Leadbelly, 
Woody Guthrie, and, once in a while, Bob Dylan. The circle remains unbroken and I find 
myself passing on books and CDs to Dad in an attempt to broaden his knowledge. He, in 
turn, involves himself by reading my articles and offering constructive criticism. Well, 
that’s the phrase he uses. Recently he attempted to find ‘the hat’ but unfortunately it was 
the wrong style, colour, and size. I thanked him for his efforts and showed him a picture. 
He was surprised to see Ramblin’ Jack Elliott (I, of course, wasn’t). Nor was I shocked 
by the choice of headgear favoured by several of the review. Nor for that fact should 
anyone be surprised by the country flavour. McGuinn wore western shirts, Ronee Blakely 
had just finished ‘Nashville’ and Dylan, according to Clinton Heylin, was “trawling 
through his musical roots and, during the Dylan-Baez sets, would resurrect Merle 
Travis’s ‘dark as a Dungeon’ Johnny Ace’s ‘Never let Me Go’, or something as 
unashamedly traditional as ‘The Water is wide’ or ‘Wild Mountain Thyme’.” 
 
Which, by an extremely circuitous route, brings me to the conclusion: ‘Dylan Country’. 
Shout! Factory released the title earlier this year and although I am not the biggest fan of 
‘somebody you have never heard of singing a Dylan song’ compilations, I must admit 
that this has more than its’ fair share of moments. Glen Campbell’s version of ‘If Not For 
You’ ought to be a stinker but he makes it work. Likewise, Waylon Jennings (Don’t 
Think Twice) and Country Gentlemen (Girl From the North Country). But for me the real 
gem is Tim O’Brien’s treatment of ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ simply because he 
cares. Now, it has taken me five minutes to type that last passage and there hasn’t been a 
bolt of lightning so I suspect God is in accordance. I won’t assume the same of everyone 
reading this. 
 
I will leave you all, safe in the knowledge that the flowers are ready to be added and the 
harmonica rack (non-essential but a nice touch) has been adjusted. As has the shelf. And 
yes, I am indeed gloating. 
 
Now, are those cowboy boots that he is wearing in the picture………… 
 
 
 
Peace and Happiness 
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WHAT  WAS IT YOU WANTED 
 
                                     by Jim Gillan 
 
 
 
 
Bobby’s in the bathtub, reachin’ for the rubber duck / Jim’s in the doorway, he’s mumblin’ what the fu 
 
 
 
Ha! If only I knew more about how ‘Page Setup’ works, I would have had 
more space at the end of the line. Wonder how it would have ended?  Says Ros, “be 
grateful for small murkies.” 
 
Now, where am I?  Yeah, that’s right.  It’s a little after 3am and we’re at home, in 
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire, with a Dylan sitting in the bath.  Despite being waterlogged 
and splendidly bedraggled, he has retained his enormous dignity, astonishing presence 
and interest.  Right now, he’s seemingly interested in Ros, as he’s squinting thoughtfully 
at the lace detail round the neckline of her admittedly distracting silk nightdress.    
 
Let me ask you one question: Even by my eccentric standards, is it too silly to 
contemplate Bob in the bath? Surely the voice of a generation, the recipient of countless 
awards and accolades, the writer compared favourably with the likes of Shakespeare, 
Keats, Lear et al, the subject of learned (or at least weighty) tomes and painstaking 
analysis by world authorities (those too serious to fool) merits more respectful 
treatment… 
 
Well, maybe so – but why then is Bob in the tub? I’ll ask him in a minute or two, but it’s 
worth remembering that a) he might not choose to answer; b) even if he does, it may not 
inform – though may illuminate; c) Bob in a bath isn’t as far-fetched and silly as Bob at 
the St Andrews shindig, though the ridiculously gushing Corcoran comfortably took the 
top prat prize. The do with the king of Sweden also had Bob looking silly, though this 
was at least relieved by his unabashed leering at the women. Plus ca change, as Ros 
might say, the alluring minx. Venice too was not his finest hour – though maybe that’s 
just my dislike of Victoria’s Secret tat, which for all the voluptuous loveliness of the 
model, is to lingerie what latte is to proper coffee.  And then there was Live Aid.  Or his 
Chabad appearance with Chopped Liver. And Stuttgart, 16th June 1991, which the 
perceptively economical Clinton Heylin described as “one of the most shambolic, 
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rambling performances ever given by a major artist.”   So, no Bob, in the scheme of what 
was, what is and what might yet be, I don’t think that it’s either strange, or silly, to have 
you in our bath. Why, there’s a whole web of Freewheelin’ readers (and many, many 
others) who would love to have you in their tub.   
 
As it’s late and as we’re not looking for answers, there’s a good chance that all Bob will 
get from us is a quick conversation, assuming that he’s come for a chat, rather than a 
wash. Lots of people who were close to Dylan have commented on his lack of personal 
hygiene (though without saying anything about their own habits), so this may make a 
natter more likely. This will make a change for the poor bugger, who usually has to suffer 
people either talking at him, or about him.  It’s easy to see this as the inevitable price he 
pays for being who he is, although in truth, none of us (and maybe even Bob himself) has 
a clue about the whole man.  The truth is, it’s convenient to reduce his life and art to a 
series of clichés, and for writers/commentators to justify their output by pointing to his 
ambiguity and reclusiveness – although for all their academic or other qualifications, this 
doesn’t explain why they are equipped to interpret anything he might do. Sadly, writing 
Chronicles won’t stop the blather. 
 
Nor will it necessarily show the charlatans for what they are, as anything that Bob says, 
does, or fails to do only encourages them to trot out yet another stream of guff 
masquerading as insight. Admittedly, some of it is quite fun – personally I like Heylin’s 
work, enjoy Paul Williams’s enthusiasm and am occasionally diverted by some things 
that others offer, Andrew Muir being one example.  But I do try to keep a distance from 
anyone described as a ‘Dylan scholar’ or ‘Dylan authority’.  What the hell, whilst some 
are in it for the earnings opportunities, others because they are bursting to say something 
and still more because they simply enjoy the discussion, ALL of us are ultimately 
talking/writing about ourselves.  
 
At the best part of 1,000 pages, Song and Dance Man 3 reveals quite a lot about Michael 
Gray and practically nothing about Dylan. It, like others of its kind, is OK, even helpful, 
on some of the specifics, but can never be anything more than a perspective of what it all 
might mean, what the motives were, how they might have changed over time and so on.  
And the Gray, being overly inclined to bile, is much less impartial than his self-appointed 
role requires. Go instead to the music: Girl From The North Country is a different song 
every time it is performed and listened to. Depending on the date of 
recording/performance, Dylan is older/younger, whilst we the listeners, are 
chronologically older, though not necessarily emotionally and/or cognitively so.  Does it 
matter who Bob might have had in mind when he wrote it, or what he was thinking about 
during any one performance? Do you really think that anybody, even Dylan, is going to 
shed any light that matters?  Have we changed? 
 

With one exception, that of making yet more money, writing Chronicles does seem like a 
foolish move. It’s not going to be any more accurate, helpful or revealing than any 
(auto)biography ever is; it’s not going to add anything to the myth, or disguise the elusive 
truth, but may well set a few hares running.  If so, this last might amuse Bob and perhaps 
some others, but it’s of less significance than the falling leaves outside my window. They 
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herald a change in the season, a change in the weather, something that has huge 
implications for all life forms. We take the falling leaf for granted, yet treat the coming of 
Chronicles as somehow significant. It’s an event alright, but in itself, a relatively 
unimportant one.  And, as I hope I’ve briefly shown, is a lot less useful than the music 
itself.   
 
Dylan’s ability to assemble words and phrases into something that resonates is already 
widely acknowledged to be something special.  Rightly so, though he’s not the only one 
to do it, nor necessarily the one who does it best.  It’s all subjective, a matter of 
individual perceptions and insights. I don’t for a moment think that Dylan believes that 
writing Chronicles will end the stream of Dylan-related commentary, or reveal the 
charlatans, or bring him priceless anonymity, but I’m not really bothered about what his 
motives might be – indeed I’m not sure I’ll even bother reading it, especially as the 
phenomena of finding Bob in the bath gives him the opportunity to really come clean. Off 
for a coffee and a quick bite. 
 
 
HA! Just back from reading the latest outrages perpetrated by Bush, Blair and their 
acolytes. Makes Chronicles and indeed Dylan seem very small beer.  These people talk 
piously of legality and rights, whilst all the while exploiting, abusing and destroying all 
around them, save in those areas that bolster and support them. Bob once sang “To live 
inside the law you can’t be honest, ” words which do indeed ring true and glow like 
burning coal. To those who hear it differently, all I can say is that he improvises and 
mumbles a lot – besides, it’s what I hear that matters to me, rather more than someone 
else’s sense of things.   Hang on, he’s reaching for the flannel…To be continued. 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES                          

 
                                                                      
 
RIDING WITH THE COWBOY ANGEL 
(It’s a hoe-down) 
                                                                    by J.R.Stokes 
 
 
When it comes to shining a light into every unmade bed of Dylan’s art, I have 
always found that my mentor, and long time faithful servant of Freewheelin, Patrick J. 
Webster has the right torch for the job. Patrick joined Freeweelin in March 1987 and his 
first article was included in Freewheelin number 19, some 209 issues, or months, ago. 
Since then Patrick has kept us informed and entertained with his own unique and erudite 
brand of interpretation with regard to many aspects of Dylan’s art. You may recall 
Patrick’s recent series of enlightening articles on the subject of Dylan’s song ‘ISIS’ and, 
for reasons that I will go on to explain,  it was Part 4 in that series: ‘The Western & Isis’, 
that happened to flood my mind of late. 
 
As a reminder of how Patrick linked the Wild West to Isis, the following is an extract 
from his article that appeared in Freewheelin number 214: 
 
‘In his book America in the Movies, Michael Wood speculated on the motives 
behind the male heroes of Hollywood westerns in the 1940s and 1950s. This 
speculation may possibly illuminate the question why so many male protagonists in 
Dylan’s work have an attraction for the road and such an equivocal attitude 
towards women: 
 
[T]he hero secretly fears women - women and the civilisation, compromise and 
settled life they represent; he sees them as sources of corruption and betrayal, luring 
him away from independence and a sure sense of himself, as well as from the more 
comforting company of men.  
  
Wood goes on to argue that ‘women [are] a form of entanglement, a dark snare 
almost always eclipsed by the glamour and loneliness of wandering.’ 
  
It would seem to me that such fears and desires also operate in Dylan’s work, and 
further illuminate the argument that gender is a deliberately constructed discourse 
within the songs. One of the songs that most reflects these fears and desires, is ‘Isis’, 
from the 1976 release, Desire. This was a song that explored ideas of freedom and 
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escape, a song that mixed the surreal and the allegorical, the mythic and the real, in 
a sophisticated melange of gender politics – and a song I want to consider in some 
detail. 
 
As far as I can ascertain, the song has not commonly been seen as coming from the 
Western genre. However, taking Michael Wood’s argument above, I would suggest 
one can read this as a song dealing with ideas very much redolent of the Western, 
albeit a Western genre Dylan and Jacques Levy revisit with what might be called a 
postmodern sense of parody and irony. And furthermore, if the song is read within 
a Western genre, then the implications for the construction of masculinity within it 
achieve a still greater level of interest.  
 
Whilst the Western has seldom been seen as an important or typical theme within 
Dylan’s work - it does, I would argue, deserve a certain degree of attention. One 
might initially consider the first words Dylan gives the world, or at least the first 
words found in  Lyrics. The opening lines to ‘Talkin’ New York’ (1961), the first 
song in the collection, finds the narrator of the song: 
 

Ramblin’ out of the wild west 
Leavin’ the towns I loved the best 
Thought I’d seen some ups and downs 
‘Till I came into New York Town.     

 
Thus Dylan, in a certain sense, appears to the world coming out of the wild west; in 
a geographical, historical and cultural sense he appears to the world as if he was 
emerging from this genre. In addition to this Dylan has written a significant range 
of songs set in total or in part within the Western genre, for example: ‘John Wesley 
Harding’ (1968), ‘Lily Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’ (1975), ‘Romance in 
Durango’ (1976), ‘New Danville Girl’ (1985), the collection of songs from Dylan’s 
soundtrack of Sam Peckinpah’s film, Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid,  and a number 
of others. 
 
The Western as a genre might be dismissed by some as a lightweight and escapist 
form of popular culture. However, as Jane Tompkins argues in her book, West Of 
Everything: The Inner Life of Westerns, there is nothing lightweight or escapist 
about the needs the Western answers, ‘the desires they arouse of the vision of life 
they portray.’ Tompkins argues that the Western provides an environment in which 
men can find a reality that might otherwise be lacking in their lives, that the 
Western functions as: 
 
‘... a symbol of freedom, and of the opportunities for conquest. It seems to offer escape 
from the conditions of life in modern industrial society: from a mechanised existence, 
economic dead-ends, social entanglements, unhappy personal relations, political 
injustice’ 
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What is at stake is the sense of challenge, a method of getting away from the 
triviality of life into something that at least seems to be real. The hunger that 
Westerns satisfy is a hunger not so much for adventure but for meaning. In a 
general sense the Western is a genre in which something really is at stake. Thus the 
genre is not an escape from reality but an attempt to get as close as possible to 
something that is real. As Tompkins puts it, ‘In the Western nothing stands between 
the man and the world,’  and of course, the use of the word ‘man’ in this quotation 
is relevant, insomuch as the Western was and is almost universally about men. This 
is a point to bear in mind when discussing the Western in relation to Dylan’s work.  
 
It would seem to me, bearing the above in mind, that the Western provides an 
effective and cogent metaphor for the representation of masculinity within the song 
I now want to discuss, ‘Isis’. One might therefore suggest that one can see here at 
least a partial explanation for the way the men in Dylan’s work generate gender 
performativity within a masculinity finding challenge and meaning within such a 
specific genre.’ 
 
To continue this subject of linking Dylan’s art to the matters of westerns and cowboys, 
and again for reasons that I will explain later, I had to delve a little further into my 
Freewheelin archive to locate an article that I wrote back in October 2000 (Freewheelin 
182) which had the title ‘Desparado. (There’s a Rainbow Above You)’. The article was 
written following Dylan’s UK tour of September and October 2000 and the thinking 
behind the title of the article could be found in my conclusion: 
 
‘At the end of each show Dylan and his band stood in a line. Like renegades before 
the gallows.  Someone, somewhere had committed a crime and these were the usual 
suspects. They had been rounded up. An identity parade. Life on the road is the life 
of an outlaw. In his gun slinger stance Dylan looked out with mean eyes. ‘The next 
time you see me coming you’d better run. These are my men. The Dylan Gang. We 
rob banks’.  
 
Desparado. It may be rainin’, but there’s a rainbow above you. You’d better let 
somebody love you. Let somebody love you. You’d better let somebody love you. 
Before it’s too late. 
 
The forty thousands souls that surrounded me at Sheffield, Portsmouth, 
Portsmouth, Wembley, Wembley were all somebodies who loved him. Whether he is 
capable of coming down from his fences, opening the gates and letting us in I am 
really not sure. That expectation is unfair anyway. Our pleasure is his burden; yet 
his burden is our pleasure. And as I found being on the road with Bob Dylan: for 
pleasure, it’s never too late.’ 
 
For those who weren’t around, or who just weren’t interested, to take any account of  the 
MOR music scene of the early 70’s, the reference to ‘Desparado’ in the title and the text 
of my article was taken from an album of the same name written and recorded by the 
American West Coast band The Eagles. ‘Desparado’ was a concept album with the main 
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theme being the escapades of the Doolin - Dalton gang of outlaw cowboys who robbed 
banks and had a high ol’ time doing things that cowboys do.  
 
One of the songs from the album which has the title ‘Twenty-One’, perfectly epitomizes 
what being a cowboy is all about and underlines the extract from the book by Jane 
Tompkins , West Of Everything: The Inner Life of Westerns, referred to by Patrick in his 
article quoted above. Remember ‘Tompkins contends that the Western provides an 
environment in which men can find a reality that might otherwise be lacking in their 
lives, that the Western functions as: 
 
‘... a symbol of freedom, and of the opportunities for conquest. It seems to offer escape 
from the conditions of life in modern industrial society: from a mechanised existence, 
economic dead-ends, social entanglements, unhappy personal relations, political 
injustice.’ 
 
These are the lyrics from ‘Twenty One 
 

Twenty-one and strong as I can be 
I know what freedom means to me 
And I can’t give the reason why 
I should ever want to die 
Got no cause to be afraid 
Or fear that life will ever fade 
’cause as I watch the rising sun 
I know that we have just begun 
 
I might spend my life upon the road 
Just tryin’ to add to what I know 
Then someday I might settle down 
And all my friends will be around 
 
They say a man should have a stock and trade 
But me, I’ll find another way 
I believe in getting what you can 
And there ain’t no stoppin’ this young man 
 
Because I’m you and fast as I can be 
I know what freedom means to me 
And I can’t give the reason why, 
I should ever want to die 
 

Now the reason for all this talk about cowboys and the Wild West stems not from 
listening to Bob Dylan or even the Eagles but from the classical music station Radio 3. I 
find that, when I am working from home, it is less distracting to listen to music without 
lyrics, such as jazz or classical, because lyrics just get in the way some times and my 
mind just wanders off into words – which are always interesting whoever wrote them. 
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One of my favourite Radio 3 programs is Penny Gore’s ‘Morning on 3’ which runs from 
about 7 am to 10 am and includes a random mix of all things classical. I was thus tuned in 
to the program one morning in late July and I had mused my way through Handel’s 
Concert no 3 in G Minor and Beethoven’s String Quartet No 9  when a familiar sound hit 
the airwaves in my office. I immediately recognized the work as the music which 
precedes Dylan and his band walking on stage for a live performance. I had heard this 
music so many times before, from being in a concert hall when it was blasted out from 
the speakers as we waited in nervous anticipation for Bob to appear, to hearing it at the 
beginning of various concert recordings. When it came on the radio in such an 
unexpected fashion, the reason for listening to Radio 3 lost its purpose for my mind was 
straight away focused away from Debussy and my work load and directed towards Dylan 
and my passionate hobby. Sorry Mr. Thomson, those accounts will just have to wait! 
 
I am sure that this has been researched and written about before but the composer of the 
music that accompanies Dylan’s stage entrance is written by the American composer 
Aaron Copland. I have probably read that before but have not taken a great deal of notice 
of this information until I went to a Copland website and read a little more about this 
composer who was born in 1900 and died in 1990. 
 
During his life Copland became interested in the stories and myths of cowboy heroes and 
westerns and one of his most famous works is the orchestral music for the ballet ‘Billy 
the Kid’ which was first performed in New York in 1939. Writing in the early 50’s about 
his ballet, Copland provides some background information to the work: 
 
‘Whatever else one might think, I suppose that ‘Billy’ started a trend since it was 
the first of the ballet  westerns. Certainly it was the first time that I attempted to tap 
the rich source of American folk music and give it a full orchestral setting.’ 
 
The story of the ballet is a simple one. The action begins and closes on the open 
prairie…we see episodes from Billy’s life. At night, under the stars, in a quiet card game 
with his outlaw friends. Hunted by a posse led by his former pal Pat Garrett, Billy’s hide-
out is found. A running gun battle ensues. Billy is captured and a drunken celebration 
follows. He escapes, of course, but in the end the posse catches up with him and he is 
shot.’ 
 
That image of cowboys on the open prairie, staying up all night, playing cards with 
buddies under the stars perfectly illustrates the wild west life described by Jane 
Tompkins. A life of freedom which ‘offers an escape from the conditions of life in 
modern industrial society’. 
 
In the first two verses of his song ‘Billy 1’ from the soundtrack to the film Pat Garrett and 
Billy the Kid, Dylan also offers a similar glimpse at the life of a cowboy outlaw: 
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‘There’s guns across the river aimin’ at ya 
Lawman on your trail, he’d like to catch ya 
Bounty hunters, too, they’d like to get ya 
Billy, they don't like you to be so free. 
 
Campin’ out all night on the berenda 
Dealin’ cards ‘til dawn in the hacienda 
Up to Boot Hill they'd like to send ya 
Billy, don't you turn your back on me.’ 

 
Although there are thus the musical works relating to the legend of  the outlaw Billy the 
Kid that puts Dylan in the same camp as Copland, the work which accompanies Dylan as 
he makes his stage entrance is taken from another wild west ballet namely ‘Rodeo’ which 
concerns a cowgirl’s search for a man! There are basically four dance episodes in this 
ballet and the relevant one, the one that Dylan himself must have heard hundreds of times 
as he is about to walk on stage, is ‘Hoe-down’, a short raucus and rousing piece. 
 
So Dylan comes on stage to a hoe-down and perhaps that is what he expects us all to have 
during his concerts. But this ‘western’ business is two edged. On the one hand perhaps, 
again in the words of Jane Tompkins, Dylan sees himself as a symbol of freedom and his 
performance will give him the opportunity for some kind of conquest. More importantly 
however what does being part of his audience do for us? In those special moments when 
we are taking in the live show, soaking up the atmosphere, listening to the words, moving 
with the music, oblivious to whatever may be happening outside the venue. Don’t those 
special moments, there and then, and for that time only seem: 
 
 ‘to offer escape from the conditions of life in modern industrial society: from a 
mechanised existence, economic dead-ends, social entanglements, unhappy personal 
relations, political injustice.’ 
 
Thinking about it, for those of us who dare to take the time and trouble to join with Dylan 
in the prairie of the concert hall, under the stars, hey … we are all cowboys and cowgirls. 
What is more, and here’s the hook: we are certainly all outlaws! 
 
 
 
 


